Our Board of Trustees has become an established institution for developing and administering what was once considered the IMPOSSIBLE in Puerto Rico. The vision of the Board has grown as the PIFR has developed over the years and broadened into fields of university of Liberal Arts, Public School Education, Business and Religious Education. PIFR is not a project but a clear demonstration of highest quality and efficiency for leadership of public and private life everywhere.

This Texas project is considered in Texas as impossible. I have to my own satisfaction since 1937 proved it can be demonstrated and will become the salvation of our rural life when lifted up to the highest standards by college bred farmers on small farms. No untrained man can make a success of farming in this scientific age for all things.

The 500,000 unskilled Puerto Ricans in Harlem N.Y. have brought the slums of N.Y. City down to the lowest ebb in history. Is it not time for the Trustees to help those graduates of PIFR who would like to settle in Texas and become a demonstration of modern farming by educated families? Thus would not only Puerto Rico retrieve its own excellent name but the reputation and good name of U.S.A. in some ways in Texas as Poly led the way in early days for present Transformation of Puerto Rico.

You, as Trustees, have traveled along with PIFR in its upward path to leadership from years of faith to the present realization of sight, from mere ideals to a well organized institution visible on its seven hills of hundreds of acres as a campus and 100 eager, happy students. I would have you, as Trustees, extend your fully plumaged wings of knowledge to include this new opportunity for college graduates to such as feel called to rural life from our own Poly and from other colleges, now turning out some 500,000 alumni yearly. Make this P.A.C into an institutional branch or department of Poly for the rural transformation of America, by college trained families.

Signed

[Signature]

J. Will Harris